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A good GM (Games Master) is always looking for a little more

extra detail when creating an environment around his players as 

the game progresses and grows, but sometimes this is easier said 

than done.

When players decide to search either the bodies of their slain 

enemies, or significant places during the game, usual item 

charts don't really cut the mustard when it comes to this added 

level of detail. It's either you find some great item or simply 

nothing at all, which is all well and good, but the savvy GM 

is missing out on that extra nugget of little detail that could 

add so much colour to the moments a PC has spent hunting 

around in the detritus.

Well, now you can give them a little reward for their efforts, 

albeit pointless, by a simple D100 roll on this chart. None of 

these items contained here will give advantage to a player, 

but some may make them laugh and possibly the clever GM 

will find some small hooks and adventure seeds that may tie 

into future developments in their games. It also may provide 

the GM with a nuisance player (you know the type) who is 

always searching everything for items of value, with a perfect 

foil and may make them think twice before scrounging through 

every nook and cranny, just take a D100 roll and allow them 

to find all sorts of crap until they give up and get on with the 

game in  more constructive way!!

Most items here represent stuff which could be carried around 

or hidden in small areas out of sight, therefore are ideal for the 

situations after combat encounters, empty rooms and so forth. 

Useless? Well, yes maybe, but interesting tasters of random filler?

Definitely!! Enjoy adding these things into your games! 
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1. A packet of 3D6 "Burkley" cigarettes (waterlogged)

2. A teaspoon

3. A Football trading card

4. An empty disposable lighter

5. A cheap digital watch

6. A porno mag with the title "Big and round"

7. A hairbrush (complete with hairs in it.)

8. An apple core

9. A box of 3D10 matches

10. A small bag of 1D6 lipsticks

11. 2D6 foreign pennies

12. A plastic spork

13. A used bus ticket to a place called "Young street"

14. A small rubber ball

15. A small action figure of a soldier

16. A rubber chicken

17. A used disposable razor

18. A toy car

19. A small sealed pack of tissues

20. 1D4 AAA batteries (all out of energy)

21. 1D6 sticks of chewing gum

22. A USB lead

23. A needle and reel of navy blue cotton

24. A toothbrush (used)

25. A Pin badge with a cat on it.

26. A broken pencil

27. A notebook with coffee stains on every page

28. A blunt pencil sharpener

29. A half eaten bag of salted peanuts

30. A dog chew

31. A pack of 1D6 sticking plasters

32. A disposable pen (nearly out of ink)

33. An "UltraVoltage and the Rocketmen" 

     comic (Issue 23, poor condition) 
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34. A broken small maglite torch

35. A bottle top

36. A pair of shoe laces

37. A bottle of 1D3 aspirin

38. A sachet of ketchup

39. A dirty butter knife

40. A dried tube of superglue

41. A photo of a house

42. An old newspaper with the headline "Run for the hills!"

43. A box of 3D6 tiny screws

44. A rusty razor blade

45. A return train ticket to a place called "Hope"

46. A used yellow stained bandage

47. An old lottery ticket

48. A business card for "Digby's auto repair, New Town 555-826-557" 

49. A note with the words "Gone to pick up dinner, be home at 

     6pm, Love Ann x"

50. An empty condom packet

51. A plastic spoon.

52. A small bag of 2D6 boiled sweets/candies

53. A printed flyer advertising "Maguffins Circus" Tuesday 5pm.

54. A scratchcard (scratched and not a winner!)

55. A pack of rolling papers

56. An old fashioned pipe

57. A pair of broken sunglasses

58. A pack of 3D10 carpet tacks

59. A plastic clothes peg

60. A salt pot

61. A pepper pot

62. A used 3" paint brush

63. A zippo style lighter (without a flint)

64. A name badge with "hello, my name is Mark" printed on it.

65. A signed autograph of someone called "Eddie Banter"

66. A Wall paper scraper 
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67. A set of dog tags from someone called "G.bates"

68. A round badge with "I am 13 Today!" on it.

69. A small plastic comb

70. A packet of laxative tablets (factory sealed)

71. A pair of latex gloves.

72. A can of Gulpi Cola (date expired 1/1/12)

73. A mouldy half eaten chocolate bar

74. A packet of 4D6 rubber bands

75. A used tube of toothpaste

76. 1D6 corroded AA batteries

77. A key ring with a rubber dog on it

78. A thermometer (cracked and missing all the mercury)

79. An empty sweet/candy wrapper

80. A non working light bulb.

81. A used cinema ticket to a movie called "Loving a blind woman"

82. A toy train

83. An empty match book with "Jimmy's Diner" printed on it.

84. A piece of paper with "Kiss me you fool!" scribbled on it.

85. A mobile phone simcard

86. A battered and scratched 4gb SD card 

87. An out of date Twinky

88. A postcard of an owl

89. A fluff encrusted lollypop

90. A sachet of pot pourri

91. A geometry set in a tin

92. An envelope with an invoice for "Clarke's Courier services"

93. A copy of "The Watchtower"

94. A set of nail clippers

95. A pair of rusty scissors

96. A paper plate with a clowns face painted on it.

97. An old TV remote control (minus batteries)

98. A tent peg 

99. a tint toy airplane

100. A DVD of the movie "Noche oscura de las zanahorias 

       no-muertos" 



Grinning Skull Miniature collections
Add some strangeness to your sci-fi mini collection!

, ,Mad mutants  alien invaders
,ferocious giant chickens

,Cyborg pigmen  this range has
it all!! Get some grinning

,skull mayhem in your games
and head on over to the guys
at alternative armies to get 

the growing range!

Available Now From: 
http://www.alternative-armies.com
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For more hobby and terrain tips, Grinning Skull Miniatures
news and exclusives, and much more from the Grinning Skull, 

please visit the website:  

http://thegrinningskull.wordpress.com
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